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ESR spectroscopy is one of the physicochemical techniques used
to characterize archaeological white marbles and obtain informa-

quarries of provenance. Several physicochemical techni
ble
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tion about their quarries of provenance. This is done by measuring
selected spectral features of the Mn21 impurity ubiquitously
present in marbles and developing a statistical classification rule
from the variable vectors measured for a significant number of
samples of known provenance (the quarry database). Now we
show that the overall variability exhibited by the same spectro-
scopic features decreases rapidly with the linear dimensions of the
sampled block and can be used to distinguish fragments belonging
to the same piece of stone from those simply originating from the
same quarry. Application of the method to the seven marble panels
of the Donatello pulpit in Prato (Tuscany) shows that they have all
been cut from the same single block and their different degrada-
tion must be ascribed to differential weathering and to the differ-
ent conservation treatments undergone in the past. The limits and
possible drawbacks of the method are also discussed. © 2000

Academic Press

Key Words: ESR; marbles; provenance; fragments assembly;
ariance.

INTRODUCTION

Within the Mediterranean world the tradition of mar
carving dates back to the Vth millennium BC (1). Much later
the use of white and colored marbles for sculpture and a
tecture became extremely important in the Greco–Roman
ilization. During the Roman imperial period marble wa
visible sign of social and political prestige and a comp
organization was developed for its commercialization. Mar
were brought to Rome from throughout the Mediterran
basin, where more than 50 quarrying sites were actively
ploited (2, 3). Therefore investigation of this material is
relevant archaeological problem which, dealt with also o
scientific basis, not only may widen the knowledge of
artworks we inherited from the past, but also may shed ligh
the technical skills indispensable for extraction and wor
and may contribute to a detailed picture of the econom
relationships and trading routes between different countr

There are two main problems facing the study of arch
logical marbles. The first, which has been the object of a
work during the past decades (4–6), is the determination of th
3221090-7807/00 $35.00
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from neutron activation analysis of trace elements (7) to the
determination of the carbon and oxygen isotope ratios (8), may
give partial answers to this problem. However, it is n
generally recognized (9, 10) that reliable results need the co
bined use of several methods as well as of petrographic
art-historical information. Furthermore the multivariate na
of the problem must be exploited by defining proper clas
cation rules based on statistical analysis of the variable ve
measured for the quarry samples. In the field of marble p
enance ESR spectroscopy, primarily based on the measur
of selected spectral features of the Mn21 impurity commonly
present in marbles, may give an important contribution, w
has been recently reexamined (11–13).

A second question frequently posed by archaelogists an
istorians and often overlooked in the scientific literature d
ith the possibility of identifying joining fragments, name
arble fragments originating from the same piece of ston
pposed to fragments simply belonging to the same qu
uch information, when available, may allow us to recog

orgeries and later restorations, detect different stages o
anufacturing process, and monitor the reassembly of
rtifacts.
Intuitively we may expect a physicochemical paramete

xhibit a smaller variability within a single block of specifi
imensions than within the whole quarry. In fact, using
alues of the13C and18O isotope shifts, it has been possible

reassemble Greek stelae and identify incorrectly assoc
fragments (14). However, later work has shown that the v

bility of the isotope shifts within a marble block is usuall
ubstantial fraction of the all-quarry variability, making fr
ents association extremely uncertain (15, 16). Such difficulty
ight be overcome by exploiting the multivariate nature of
roblem. In the following a solution has been attempted
sing the simultaneous overall variability of a set of spec
copic variables. It may be added that, although results
SR spectroscopy have been employed, the underlying
ppears to be more generally valid and might be extend
ther measuring techniques or different materials for w
imilar problems exist.
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323ESR IDENTIFICATION OF JOINING MARBLE FRAGMENTS
THE MARBLE SPECTRUM AND THE CHOICE
OF ESR VARIABLES

The ESR spectrum of marble is primarily due to traces o
high-spin Mn21 ion substitutionally diluted into the lattices
calcite or dolomite (the rombohedral double carbo
CaMg(CO3)2), which are the main constituents of marb

herefore, three different spectra may be observed corres
ng to the paramagnetic ion entering the Ca21 site of calcite
(CC spectrum) and the Ca21 and Mg21 sites of dolomite (CD
and MD spectra). The three spectra are well known and
been described several times in the literature (17, 18). Their g
and metal hyperfine values are rather similar, but they ca
easily distinguished on the basis of largely different value
the axial zero-field parameter (uDu 5 8.1 mT for the CC
spectrum and 0.32 and 15.2 mT for the CD and MD spe
respectively). Figure 1 illustrates the frequent and impo
example of a calcitic marble containing a small amoun
dolomite, clearly detectable as satellite lines flanking the m
doublets. The satellites are due to the MD spectrum, wh
the CC lines are buried under the main spectrum and are h
detectable.

Of the many variables which can be extracted from the
marble spectrum six were chosen and are schematically d
in Fig. 1. They are the dolomitic manganese (DOLOM),
manganese intensity (INTENS), the total intensity (INTEG
the linewidth (Wav), the splitting of the high-field doubl
(SPLI), and the total extension of the spectrum (SPRE
The choice of the six ESR variables followed criteria which
to balance the ease of measurement with the potential dis
inating ability have been discussed in detail elsewhere (13, 19).
However, a few comments are due here.

FIG. 1. Room temperature, X-band, powder ESR sample spectrum
of the six ESR variables is schematically given. (Reproduced with perm
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Some of the variables do not correspond to conventio
defined spectroscopic quantities. However, they make the
collection step easier and faster and have been used c
niently in this context. The DOLOM variable was estima
from the relative heights of the MD and CC spectra. Sinc
the dolomite lattice, Mn21 substitutes Ca21 as well and th
substitution ratio is variable, this means that the variable
LOM, although related to the amount of dolomite in the s
ple, does not coincide with it. In addition the variable va
was obtained by measuring peak heights and not are
integrals. Similar problems arise with the variable INTE
The choice of the low-field line of theM I 5 5/2 doublet wa
made simply on the basis of better line resolution and la
linewidth. Both DOLOM and INTENS do not measure ab
lute concentrations, but simply represent easily measurab
comparable concentration-dependent parameters.

The total intensity obtained by double integration of the e
spectrum is strongly correlated with the variable INTENS,
contains useful additional information in that it is related to
total paramagnetic intensity of the sample and not only to
Mn21 concentration. The last two variables, SPLI and SPRE
are concentration-independent parameters and introduce a
ent type of information. They are related, respectively, to
zero-field splitting term and to the electron-nuclear hype
parameter. As such they probe the symmetry and total stren
the crystal field around the cationic site and, hence, the effe
the formation processes and origin of the particular sample.
this point of view use of theg value as an additional variab
would certainly be helpful. However, in the case of the Mn21 ion,
its variability is so small that reliable measurements would p
ably require an excessive experimental effort.

marble. Satellites due to dolomite are clearly visible. The definition and
ion from Ref.13).
of
iss



A final point concerns the possible effect of pressure shocks,
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324 ATTANASIO AND PLATANIA
caused by grinding, on the spin-Hamiltonian parameters
intensity of the Mn21 signal. Careful studies have shown t
pressures of the order of 1 Gpa or the shock caused by dr
besides introducing several paramagnetic lattice defects
considerably lower the intensity of the Mn21 spectrum (20).

anual grinding of small amounts of marble (50–100 mg
robably the mildest procedure for obtaining the powd
aterial necessary for the measurements. In spite of
rinding is expected to contribute to the overall experime
rror, increasing the variability of the measurements. A

ional work is in progress in our laboratory to quantify t
ffect.

THE METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING JOINING FRAGMENTS

Since the variability behavior of the six spectroscopic v
ables defined above may depend on the particular quar
vestigated, seven different quarries were sampled with the
of screening a reasonably large number of cases in geog
ically distinct locations. The sampled quarries are Tacca
anca (Seravezza), Polvaccio (Torano, Carrara), Canalg
and Fantiscritti (Miseglia, Carrara), Fossacava (Colon
Carrara) in the large Italian quarrying district of the Ap
Alps, Logiotatis (Kinidaros) in the Greek island of Naxos,
finally a modern quarry within the historical quarrying dist
near the Roman town of Aphrodisias in Western Anatolia

About 20 samples were collected from each quarry so
be representative of the entire working front of the qua
which usually extended from 30 to 100 m in width and 1
20 m in height. In addition, and for each quarry, 10 to
samples were collected from three artificial single block
fragments of approximate linear dimensions of 1 m, 50 cm
20 cm (hereafter referred to as large, medium, and s
blocks). The entire external surface of the blocks was sam
with the maximum distance between samples being al
twice the linear dimension of the sampled block (=3 of the

dge length in the case of cubic shape). In the case of C
rande and Logiotatis no medium block was sampled an
phrodisias only the small block is available. In additio
ingle sample from Polvaccio (hereafter referred to as Sn
epeatedly reprepared and measured, has been used as
nce to check the reproducibility of the technique.
Therefore the experimental values of the six variables m

ioned above were measured for a total of 369 sam
rouped into 25 quarry or block data sets. Subsequently i
erified that the dolomitic content often did not change a
ithin a single set and was not a suitable variable choic

his study. Table 1 lists the mean values and the correspo
tandard deviations obtained for the remaining five varia
or each set, whereas the variable DOLOM will not be m
ioned any further.

The general variability behavior exhibited by the ESR v
bles is shown by the sample plot in Fig. 2, where the stan
eviations (s) measured within the Fossacava quarry and
nd
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as a function of the block dimensions. Qualitatively sim
plots are given by the other six quarries. Inspection of F
indicates that , although the variability of a single ESR vari
may decrease regularly with the block dimensions (see
instance the behaviour of the INTENS variable), much m
often the single-variable variability within a block, even
small one, is a substantial fraction of the entire quarry valu
addition many inconsistencies are present and thes values
found for small blocks may be roughly equal to or even hig
than those found for larger ones or for the whole qua
Similar results confirm previous literature findings (16) and

ake extremely uncertain the possibility of associating ma
ragments on the basis of the values of single-variable
bilities.
Despite this it may be reasonable to assume that the
ation sought is, in fact, present although masked by nois

o experimental errors, inadequate sampling, and similar
ons. Use of a parameter accounting simultaneously fo
verall variability of the experimental variables may dam
uch noise, bringing to light the required information. A wa
oing this is simply to use the all-variable product of
tandard deviations. More rigorously, and taking into acc
ariable correlation, the variable’s covariance matrix ma
sed, i.e., the square root of its determinant (21). Such a
arameter, hereafter called total-s, reduces to the simple pro

uct of standard deviations introduced above (product-s) for
uncorrelated variables. In our case the linear correlation
ficient for the ESR variables, taken two by two, is usu
below 0.30. The only exception are the INTENS and INTE
variables which, measuring related physical quantities
strongly correlated ('0.90).

Indeed Figure 3 shows that all the sampled quarries, wit
exception of Canalgrande, exhibit a decrease in variabilit
expressed by the total-s parameter, which is not only substa
tial and regular, but also remarkably similar. In Fig. 4
average of the total-s values for the six quarries is plott
against the square-rooted inverse of the approximate
dimensions of the quarries or blocks. Nonlinear fitting of
experimental data points indicates that they follow ra
closely a simple exponential decay law.

On going from the quarry to the blocks the decreas
variability is about one order of magnitude and seems
enough for the purpose of fragment association, althoug
tween the blocks discrimination appears unfeasible. The S
total-s value is at least two orders of magnitude smaller
respect to the quarry and shows that the method is satisfac
reproducible. The results of the Canalgrande quarry are
cult to explain. They may be due to the fact that a gen
model for decrease in variability cannot be put forward
second, and perhaps more likely, possibility is that sam
was not carried out properly and the available data are
representative of the effective quarry variability. Unfortuna
new sampling of Canalgrande has not been possible a
present, we must conclude that fragment associatio
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TABLE 1
Mean Values and Standard Deviations (in Parentheses) of the Five ESR Variables for the 25 Quarry and Block Data Sets

2.2)
3)
.11)

93)
2.8)
6)

75)
.2)
1.17)
.33)
.15)
.74)
6)
.23)
.42)
(1.95)
.59)
56)
93)
.95)
.2)
.1)
1.55)
95)
2.11)
87)

, are pure
n

325ESR IDENTIFICATION OF JOINING MARBLE FRAGMENTS
more properly carried out using the results obtained for
specific quarry of provenance, instead of the general (ave
model.

THE PULPIT MARBLES

The method developed so far has been tested by inves
ing the marbles of the pulpit originally located outside
Duomo di Prato(Tuscany) at the right corner of the fac¸ade and
realized by Donatello and Michelozzo between 1434 and 1
The pulpit, shown in Figs. 5 and 6 before its recent restora
is made of seven, separate marble panels all of which
seriously, although differently, degraded. A tentative expl
tion of this fact has been put forward suggesting that the p
could be made of different marbles or at least of marbles
the same quarry, but from different stocks.

The study, carried out on 13 samples, 2 for each panel e
one, started by determining their provenance with the aid
recently established ESR and petrographic database13).
Speaking of an artifact manufactured in Tuscany, use of
marble from the Carrara quarries may seem obvious an
preliminary provenancing work not strictly necessary. H
ever, there are at least three different reasons why prove
ing has been undertaken. In the first place no precise hist

and for the Pulpit Data

Provenance Block NoSb SPLI

Tacca B. Quarry 19 15.19 (.15)
Big 13 15.47 (.08)
Medium 10 15.52 (.09)
Small 10 15.44 (.11)

Polvaccio Quarry 20 15.05 (.12)
Big 16 15.23 (.10)
Medium 12 15.19 (.09)
Small 12 15.02 (.09)

Canalgr. Quarry 13 15.16 (.17)
Big 14 15.45 (.11)
Small 17 15.19 (.10)

Fantiscritti Quarry 20 15.14 (.14)
Big 9 15.33 (.07)
Medium 10 15.14 (.07)
Small 11 15.29 (.07)

Fossacava Quarry 23 15.23 (.15)
Big 11 15.12 (.16)
Medium 12 15.27 (.08)
Small 10 15.17 (.10)

Logiotatis Quarry 19 15.45 (.14)
Big 14 15.34 (.08)
Small 12 15.48 (.07)

Aphrodisias Quarry 18 15.52 (.21)
Small 11 15.60 (.17)

Singlept. Snglpt 9 15.13 (.04)
Pulpit Pulpit 13 15.07 (.06)

a The variables SPLI,Wav, and SPREAD are given in Gauss, whereas
umbers.

b NoS is the number of samples for each set.
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information is available on the origin of the pulpit marbles a
although Donatello was asked to employ white Carrara
bles, he was also allowed to use any material which cou
already available at theOpera del Duomo.As a matter of fac
reuse or reworking of ancient marbles, a material impo
from throughout the Mediterranean basin during the Ro
period, had been common in Italy until the beginning of
XIXth century and several examples of this practice
known. Second, more precise information concerning
quarry and not only the provenance site was needed fo
subsequent joining fragments work. Finally, the pulpit mar
were used also to test the ESR performance in distingui
marbles, which can hardly be discriminated in some other
The results, discussed elsewhere (22), indicate that the pulp

arbles come, indeed, from the Carrara region and ca
nequivocally distinguished from apparently similar Gree
urkish varieties. More precisely they come from the Mise
istrict, which, together with Torano and Colonnata, is on

he three Carrara quarrying areas. The specific quarry of
nance could not be identified with certainty. However,
istorical quarrying locations, Fantiscritti and Canalgrande
nown for Miseglia and the pulpit marble must come from
f the two.

t Used in This Worka

NTENS INTEGR Wav SPREAD

0.405 (.14) 2.065 (.48) 3.69 (.34) 488.0 (
.466 (.10) 2.237 (.40) 4.13 (.21) 489.2 (.9

0.845 (.03) 3.181 (.39) 3.89 (.20) 487.7 (1
0.834 (.16) 2.952 (.41) 3.96 (.09) 491.6 (.
1.012 (.34) 3.766 (1.32) 3.96 (.14) 482.5 (
.884 (.22) 3.381 (.72) 3.87 (.25) 489.2 (.8

0.912 (.24) 3.680 (.89) 4.05 (.14) 487.3 (.
0.668 (.14) 2.278 (.40) 4.03 (.12) 482.6 (1
0.718 (.31) 2.818 (1.16) 4.10 (.14) 485.2 (
.906 (.20) 3.140 (.93) 4.15 (.23) 487.5 (1

1.136 (.20) 3.835 (.64) 4.12 (.15) 489.2 (2
0.863 (.34) 3.314 (1.60) 4.04 (.15) 487.3 (
.118 (.28) 4.371 (1.26) 4.11 (.11) 490.4 (.7

0.535 (.08) 2.704 (.75) 4.05 (.13) 486.5 (1
0.578 (.15) 2.069 (.46) 3.97 (.11) 489.5 (1

0.620 (.25) 2.566 (.98) 4.21 (.18) 489.4
.612 (.14) 2.781 (.66) 4.26 (.13) 487.1 (1

0.438 (.09) 1.774 (.30) 4.15 (.14) 488.7 (.
0.333 (.06) 1.626 (.22) 4.09 (.21) 486.0 (.
0.675 (.37) 2.839 (1.1) 2.92 (.25) 487.1 (
.643 (.24) 2.215 (.83) 3.19 (.08) 486.0 (1

0.311 (.04) 0.825 (.13) 3.17 (.11) 488.3 (1
0.105 (.08) 1.041 (.71) 3.17 (.52) 489.4 (

0.107 (.04) 0.926 (.20) 3.33 (.16) 490.2 (.
0.610 (.04) 1.894 (.13) 3.93 (.12) 485.1 (
0.402 (.16) 2.500 (1.12) 3.69 (.13) 486.5 (.

ENS and INTEGR, divided by the corresponding values of the standard
Se

I

0

0

0

1

0

0

INT
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326 ATTANASIO AND PLATANIA
To verify whether the seven panels all come from the s
single block, the total variability of the 13 data points has b
first compared with the variability graph obtained for F
tiscritti. Figure 7 shows that, within this quarry, but also wit
the average variability plot, the pulpit total standard devia
is located very close to the dimensions of the large block
is definitely smaller (14.7%) than the quarry total-s. Since the
decrease in variability exhibited by Canalgrande is cons
ably smaller, this finding remains perfectly valid if provena
from this quarry is supposed. As anticipated the method
sitivity is not enough to distinguish between blocks of diffe
dimensions, but seems capable of discriminating clearly
tween marbles simply coming from the same quarry and t
belonging to the same single block. The response o
method, in case of incorrect fragment assembly, is exemp
by reporting in Fig. 7 the total-s value of the three Fantiscri
blocks combined together. It turns out that the variability of
“mixed block” sharply increases, reaching a value compa
with the entire quarry (98.1%).

A final comment, suggested by the above results, is
discrimination between a quarry and its single blocks, base
the analysis of the total-s values, may be easier than discr
inating between two specific quarries. This is especially
when the quarries belong to the same basin and are geo
ically close, as exemplified by Fantiscritti and Canalgrand
this case, and in the absence of the scale factor represen
the amplitude of the sampled area, both the ESR variable
their variability may be remarkably similar, hampering relia
discrimination.

ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS

Several well-established uni- or multivariate statistical t
niques are available for testing the existence of signifi

FIG. 2. Sample plots of the standard deviation (s) of the five ESR
variables vs decreasing block dimensions within the Fossacava quarry. R
plots of the other quarries are qualitatively similar. Thes value is given as

ercentage of the quarry value.
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differences between means and establishing whether dif
data sets have been sampled from the same population23).
Usually, however, these approaches cannot be applied
problems discussed in the present work simply because o

ted
FIG. 3. Total-s value vs block dimensions for the five ESR variables

seven sampled quarries. The total-s is given as a percentage of the respec
quarry. With the exception of Canalgrande, all of the other six quarries
a similar decrease of variability with the decreasing block dimensions
medium block has not been sampled for the Canalgrande and Log
quarries. For the Aphrodisias quarry only three data points are ava
(Quarry, Sml, and Snglpt) and no line plot has been drawn. The pe
behavior of Canalgrande is discussed in the text.

FIG. 4. Plot of the average total-s values (symbols) for six of the sev
ampled quarries vs the square-rooted, inverse linear dimensions of th
ies and blocks.L is the approximate maximum distance between samp
eters (quarry, 50 m; large block, 2 m; medium block, 1 m; small block, 0
nglpt, 0.1 m). The parameters for the exponential best fit (line plot) area 5
56.6 andb 5 0.3155.
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327ESR IDENTIFICATION OF JOINING MARBLE FRAGMENTS
very few samples can be normally drawn from each fragm
of an archaeologically important artifact and this hampers
use of standard statistical procedures.

For this reason we have tried to complement the small
set taken from the artifact with additional information rela
to the variability shown by the whole quarry and by ma
blocks of predefined dimensions. In this way, comparing
variability within and between the fragments with the qu
and blocks references it has been possible to set up a qual
criterion to decide whether the fragments originate fro
single block. The example of the pulpit marbles is instruc
in that the properties of the seven panels would have
difficult to analyze in a different way, having only 13 samp
available.

This type of approach, of course, also shows impo
limitations. Generally speaking the method is less pow

FIG. 5. General view of the marble pulpit by Donatello and Michelo
as taken before 1893, when it was first published by Bode (24).
nt
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than the standard techniques for the analysis of variance a
outcomes remain qualitative. In addition the sensitivity of
method may not be enough to identify one spurious frag
among several joining ones. Finally comparing fragments
by two may give uncertain results for two different reas
First of all, the total number of available samples can be
small even for this kind of less demanding approach. Sec
finding that the two fragments are joining may be simply
to accidental similarity of their mean vectors of variab
Obviously this possibility becomes less likely if simultane
comparison of three or more fragments is performed.

CONCLUSIONS

This study represents an initial attempt to solve the pro
of reassembling fragments of archaeological marbles o

in its original location, outside the Duomo di Prato. The picture (Alinar
zzo
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328 ATTANASIO AND PLATANIA
basis of physicochemical information and confirms the im
tant role that purely conventional ESR spectroscopy may
in the challenging archaeometric problem of marble chara
ization and provenancing.

Given the scarcity of the experimental data points usu
available, standard statistical techniques are difficult to a

FIG. 6. Another view of the pulpit showing th

FIG. 7. Plots of the Fantiscritti and average variability data vs b
imensions. The total pulpit variability is about 15% of the total quarry v
nd locates this data set close to the dimensions of the large and m
locks. As opposed to this a “mixed block,” obtained combining together

he data points of the three Fantiscritti blocks, shows a substantial incre
ariability with a total-s value comparable to the whole quarry (98%).
r-
ve
r-

ly
ly

and alternative, even if less powerful, approaches mu
devised.

The method proposed is based on the measurement of
ESR properties of the Mn21 marble spectrum and the sub-
quent comparison of the multivariate variabilities shown
sampled volumes of various dimensions. It seems to
reliable, although qualitative, information when several f
ments are compared, whereas less certain results are ob
from the comparison of only two fragments. The sensitivit
the method for detecting single, nonjoining fragments
group of homogeneous ones must still be explored in de

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

ESR Spectroscopy

Conventional, room temperature X-band ESR spectra
been recorded on weighted amounts of finely ground sam
(ca. 30 mg) packed in standard, constant-diameter ESR q
tubes, using a computer-controlled Varian E-9 spectrom
Under these conditions the sample height is lower than 5
and the powder is fully contained within the cavity reg
corresponding to maximum and constant sensitivity. Pr
location of the sample was initially found by checking
intensity of the signal and then kept constant with the aid
simple Teflon spacer. Also the instrumental settings were
constant as follows: frequency 9.10 GHz, microwave powe
db (12.5 mW), modulation amplitude 1 G, time constant 0.
0.3 s, with corresponding recording times of 4 or 8 min. O
the spectrometer gain, which was found to be approxim
linear, was varied according to the sample signal intensit

All measurements were normalized using intensity and

even marble panels in more detail (Alinari 10006).

e
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linearity standards. The former was a freshly prepared, 100-
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ppm toluene solution of dpph (Aldrich, 95% purity); the la
was a standard dolomitic limestone with a known Mn21 conten
(N368 BCS, Bureau of Analysed Samples, Newham H
Newby, Middlesbrough, Cleveland, UK). A detailed desc
tion of the measuring and standardizing procedures has
reported elsewhere (13) and is given also in a specifica

esigned web site (19).

aterials

The 369 quarry samples used for this work have b
ollected during sampling campaigns carried out in the p
ears. They have been used as such, taking care of gri
reshly fractured, unweathered fragments.

Thirteen samples were available for analyzing the s
arble panels composing the Donatello pulpit. In fact,
ne sample could be taken from the first panel, instead o

wo samples drawn from each of the other six. Only
riginal parts of the panels were sampled, excluding the m

rames which have undergone later restoration. The sam
ere taken from the upper left and right sides, in proximit

he fastening holes, and were in the form of irregular chip
ylindrical cores (diameter 6 mm) weighing from 150 to
g. Before measuring, traces of degradation, dark crusts
atinas were carefully removed, mechanically, from the s
les. All measurements were performed twice and the av
esults were used subsequently.

tatistical Data Analysis

The calculations reported in this work have been perfor
ith the commercial statistical package SYSTAT 8.0 (SPSS
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